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Problem Statement

Recommendation systems which target the social media domain are termed
as Social Recommendation Systems. User interests are captured in order to
recommend top-K friends or items, or both.

To design a system that can capture both the network property and its
evolution, show the importance of network embedding and temporal
information for improving the performance of recommendation systems to
predict top-K friends and items.

Methodology

Dataset & Tools Used
● Datasets - Last.Fm (song level tags and similar songs) &
MovieLens (describes 5-star
rating and tagging activity from
MovieLens)
● Timestamp information - used
for dividing the dataset into three
snapshots

The system was implemented using
Python
language.
Following
libraries were used -

Table 1. Statistics of dataset

Heterogeneous User-Item Network (HUI)

Results & Analysis

Fig. 2 An HUI Network

Fig. 7 Precision vs K (Top-K Friends & Item Recommendation )

1. Comparison with DeepWalk
Fig.4 Proposed System

The various steps involved in the process are ● Construction of HUI
● Metapath generation
● Metapath2vec
● Top-K friend & item recommendation

Method
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Table 2. Top-K Friends Recommendation Effectiveness

Objective
To create a model - Social Recommendation System ● That uses the temporal semantic effects
● Social relationships & user behavior sequential patterns of a
heterogeneous information network
● To recommend top-K friends and items

● The performance is better when Last.fm dataset is used when
compared to MovieLens dataset
● Top-10 friends and top-5 item recommendation gives better results (ie.
precision value)

● NumPy
● TensorFlow
● Scikit-learn

Fig. 1 Pictorial representation to demonstrate how SRS uses social information for
recommendation

An information network with two
types of nodes 1. Users
2. Items
and three types of edges 1. User-User
2. User-Item
3. Item-Item

System Performance

A. Construction of HUI A HUI network shown as in Fig.2 is constructed
B. Metapath generation Metapath-based random walks are introduced to generate paths that are
capable of capturing the semantic and structural correlations between
different types of nodes
C. Metapath2vec distinguishes the context of nodes conditioned on their
types while constructing its neighborhood function Nt(v) by maximizing
the probability of having the heterogeneous context

2. Comparison with & without inclusion of temporal information

Conclusion
● The system captures the temporal semantic effects, social relationships
and user behavior sequential patterns
● For efficiently handling large-scale social media streams, temporal
information is integrated to generate top-K recommendations The
recommendation process is based on the proximity of the related users
and items while considering the freshness of the items
● The system is enhanced by using metapath based random walks and
metapath2vec for network embedding, thus captures both the structural
and semantic correlations of differently typed nodes efficiently

Future Works

Table 3. Recall@10 (Friend Recommendation) for Time based comparison

3. Parameter Sensitivity

● Incorporation of DGE to better capture temporal effects
● Investigation on how to apply deep learning methods to better fuse the
embeddings of multiple metapaths
● Metapath2vec++ could be used, which enables the simultaneous modeling
of structural and semantic correlations in heterogeneous network
● Threshold based algorithm (TA) can be used for faster and efficient top K
friend and item recommendations

Fig.5 Skip-gram in metapath2vec

References

Fig. 3 Flowchart of Graph Based Embedding With Temporal
Informations

The updations of links in dataset is captured by ● Dividing the HUI network into different snapshots
● Generating meaningful metapaths that captures the semantic
relationships in the network, corresponding to each snapshot
● Generating node representations / embeddings

D. Given a target user ui ∈ U with the query time t, for each user node uj
who has not been connected with ui, we compute its ranking score, and
then select the k ones with the highest ranking scores as
recommendations. Top-K friends and items for a particular user is found
using cosine similarity
Similarity = ui.uj/|| ui||.||uj||
(similarity between users ui and uj)
Then, they are sorted and top-K records are extracted. Recommendation
is done in an effective manner as potential friends and item information is
included using metapath based random walks

Fig. 6 Recall@10 vs Dimension ( Friends Recommendation & Item Recommendation )

Inferences
• The proposed model can recommend top K friends & items more
efficiently than the model using DeepWalk.
• By the inclusion of temporal information the model can easily capture the
instant interests and the evolution of the network.
• Dimension d=128 is found to give better results compared to other
dimensions
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